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Elliptic boundary value problems for systems of nonlinear partial differential 
equations of the form 
F, au, X, UI , 4 ,..., UN > G 9 c z ’ azu, 
ax, axR 
= f&h x E R”, 
i = l(I)N, j,k = l(l)%, p, 2 0, 6 being a small parameter, with Dirichlet 
boundary conditions are considered. It is supposed that a formal approximation 
Z is given which satisfies the boundary conditions and the differential equations 
upto the order x(c) = o(l) in some norm. Then, using the theory of differential 
inequalities, it is shown that under certain conditions the difference between the 
exact solution u of the boundary value problem and the formal approximation 
Z, taken in the sense of a suitable norm, can be made small. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Van Harten [I, 21 has considered elliptic problems for single equations of the 
form 
XER*, j,k= l(1)n 
with Dirichlet boundary conditions. Supposing that a formal approximation Z 
to the solution of the above boundary value problem (BVP) is given such that 
the differential equation and the boundary conditions are satisfied upto the 
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order x(c) = o(l) in some norm, he has shown that under certain conditions the 
difference between the exact solution and the formal approximation Z can be 
made small. His proofs are based on the maximum principle for non-linear 
elliptic equations and a contraction principle in a suitable Banach space. 
We, in this paper, consider elliptic singular perturbation problems for systems 




ax, ax, 1 =fi(x)9 XER”, I 
i = l(1) N, j, K = l(1) n, p, 2 0, E being a small parameter, with Dirichlet 
boundary conditions. Assuming that a formal approximation Z = Z(X, e) = 
(Z, , Z, ,..., ZN)r, T denoting the transpose, to the solution II = u(x, e) = 
(Ul , u2 ,.‘., %vY of the above BVP is given which satisfies the differential 
equations and the boundary conditions upto the order X(C) = o(1) in some norm, 
it has been shown that under certain conditions the difference between the exact 
solution u and the formal approximation Z, taken in the sense of a suitable norm, 
can be made small. The proofs of our results are based heavily on the theory of 
differential inequalities. 
In the present context, it may be worthwhile mentioning the work of Davis [3] 
where he has discussed a singular perturbation problem for a fourth order 
elliptic PDE which can be reduced to a system of the type considered here. 
Construction of formal approximations for single elliptic PDEs has been des- 
cribed at length by Eckhaus [4, 51. 
The plan of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we give the definitions and 
basic notions which shall be used throughout, and also the statement of the 
problem in more specific terms. Sections 3 and 4 deal with results concerning 
linear elliptic BVPs. Non-linear elliptic BVPs are considered in Section 5, and 
Section 6 contains example where the theory developed in the preceding sections 
might be applicable. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND THE STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Consider the elliptic singular perturbation problem for a system of second 
order PDEs defined by 
Pep : = Fi(x, u, uisj , &i,jk) = fi(x), 
A,u = G 0 
x=(x1,x2 ,..., x,JTeDCRn, D being bounded, 
R,iU := Ui = h,(X), x E aD (the boundary of D), 
u = (u1 9 u2 ,-*a, UN)=, i= l(l)N, j,K= l(l)n, 
(2.1) 
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where 
(9 u,,~ and U,,jk stand for &/ax, and Ai/axj axk respectively; 
(ii) Fi(x, U, W, w), for fixed i, is weakly monotone decreasing with respect 
to the 71 x n matrix w in D [8, p. 3041; 
(iii) F?'s are defined in D x RN x R" x Rn"; 
(iv) p, 2 0 and E is a small positive parameter; 
(v) u E U x CIO < E < ~a], where U := C*(D) n C(aD), fi E C(D) and 
hi E C(i?D), i = l(1) N. 
The notation A := B stands for A is defined by B. 
It should be noted that the assumption (ii) gives sufficient conditions for the 
BVP (2.1) to be of elliptic type [8]. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The BVP (2.1) is said to be quasimonotone if each Fi , 
i = l(1) N, is weakly monotone decreasing with respect to each of the uj’s for 
j#i, j==l(l)N. 
DEFINITION 2.2. For a vector function f = (fi , fi ,..., fN)= defined on D, 
we define its norm by 
and an analogous norm for a vector function h = (h, , h, ,..., h,)T defined on aD 
is 
11 h 11’ := sup ]f 1 /z<(x),s/1’2. 
XoaD i=l 
(2.3) 
DEFINITION 2.3. Suppose a vector function Z = (Z, , Z, ,..., Z,)r is given 
satisfying the following equations. 
F,(Z) =fi + yi , in D, (2.4) 
Z, = hi + si, on aD, i = l(1) N. (2.5) 
Then, the function Z is called a formal approximation of the solution u of the 
BVP (2.1) in the norms 11 . II and 11 . 11’ if
II Y II = ww P-6) 
II s II’ = w+h (2.7) 
where y = (n , ya ,..., yN)T, s = (sl , s2 ,..., s~)T and 6, 6’ are order functions. 
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DEFINITION 2.4. Consider the operator equation 
Au = G in D, UEU, GEU~, P-8) 
where U and U, are suitable spaces. The operator A in (2.8) is called inverse- 
isotone with the admission of equality sign (without the admission of equality 
sign) if and only if 
Au < Aw(Av < Aw) implies ~(4 G 4~) (V(X) < W(X)) (2.9) 
for every v, w E U and for all x E D. 
Throughout this paper an inverse-isotone operator shall be taken to mean an 
operator which is inverse-isotone with the admission of equality sign. 
Let us now analyse some properties of inverse-isotonicity. If the operator A 
is inverse-isotone, then the equation (2.8) h as atmost one solution (uniquenesss 
of the solution). For, let ul, u2 be two solutions of (2.8). Then Ad = G = Au2 
implies and is implied by Ad < Au2 and Ad > Au2 which, by inverse- 
isotonicity of A, imply u1 < u2 and u1 2 u2. Hence u1 = u2. Once the operator 
A in (2.8) is inverse-isotone, construction of bounds for the solution 
becomes simple. For example, for Au = G, we need only look for two functions, 
_u and u satisfying A_u < G = Au < AZZ, which implies g(x) < U(X) < ii(x). 
The functions u and ZQ are called lower and upper functions of the solution u of 
Au = G. 
Statement of the Problem. We consider the BVP (2.1) and suppose that a 
formal approximation Z to the exact solution u (assumed to exist) satisfying 
(2.4)-(2.7) is given. It will be shown that under certain conditions one can 
prove the difference between the exact solution u of (2.1) and the formal appro- 
ximation Z, taken in the sense of a suitable norm, to be small. 
3. LINEAR ELLIPTIC BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
Consider the linear elliptic BVP for u = (ui , u2 ,..., uN)= defined by 
A,u = G 9 
I 
PJl := E”‘Pi2U + P&d = g,(x), XEDCR~, 
REiu := ui = h,(x), XEaD, i = l(l)N, (3.1) 
where 
pi2f’ := f a&) ui + i b.c(x) f4.k - i kc@) %.kZ > 
j=l k=l k. t=l 
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and 
pvl” := f “ikx) % + f i%k(X) %.k * 
k=l 
Further assume that 
(i) D is a bounded domain in Rn, 
(ii) the coefficients ai9 , bik , ctkl , ai and ,!Iik are defined and continuous 
with respect to their arguments; 
(iii) for fixed i, the matrix with elements cikl is symmetric and positive 
definite with respect to 1 and k; 
(iv) uEUxC[O<E<E,,],and 
(v) gi E C(D), h, E C(aD), l is a small positive parameter and p, 3 0. 
We now state three lemmas (without proof) which give sufficient conditions 
for an operator A, defininig the BVP (3.1) to be inverse-isotone. 
LEMMA 3.1. The operator A, in (3.1) is inverse-isotone whenever the BVP 
(3.1) is quasimonotone and there exists a vector function SE U (S is known as a 
test function) with the following properties: 
s = S(x,cd) >o on D, S(x, a) = ctw(x), w(x) > 0 on D, 
aER+ (set of all positive real numbers), 
Lt S(x, LX) = 0, 
m-0 
L; S(x, Lx) = co 
and 
P,,w > 0, i = l(1) N. 
For proof see [6, 121. 
The vector function S may depend on E. 
(3.2) 
LEMMA 3.2. I f  pi 3 0, i = l(1) iV, then the operator A, in (3.1) is inverse- 
isotone whenever 
El (E”Wij + %j) (x) > 0, i = l(1) N (3.3) 
(epiaii + 4 (x) < 0, 
are satis$ed in D. 
j # i, j = l(1) N (quasimonotonicity) (3.4) 
Proof of this statement can be found in [7]. 
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Test function S = (S, ,..., 5’,)T = ~(wr ,..., wN)r for this problem is given by 
where xn, is the smallest value of x1 in D and 7 is 
where A and B are positive constants, b:, = &EP~ + &r and c;,, = qrr~Pt. 
LEMMA 3.3. lfp, > 0, i = l(1) N, then the operator A, in (3.1) is inverse- 
isotone whenever (3.4) and 
El W(X) + il PAX) ok >, 6 > 0, i = l( 1) N, (3.5) 
for some 0 E R” and 6 independent of E, are satisjed in D. 
Proof of this lemma is immediate if one takes Si = Exp[B . x], applies Lemma 
3.1., and takes advantage of the fact that 0 < E Q 1. 
Next we derive some estimates for the solution u of the linear singularly 
perturbed elliptic BVP (3.1) in the form of theorems. 
THEOREM 3.1. Cimsider the BVP (3.1) and assume that it is quusi-monotone 
and that there exists a test function w = w(x) such that 
w = w(x) > 0 on D, P&W > Co > 0, i = l(1) N, (3-Q 
where c,, is a positive real number independent of E. Then, there exists a constant 
c > 0, independent of E, such that for E small enough, 0 < E < q, , 
II u II ,< dllg II + II h II’>, (3.7) 
where g = (a , g, ,..., gNK h = (4 , h, , . . . . 4,)'. 
Proof. Consider the BVP (3.1) and define a twice continuously differentiable 
vector function v = (vu1 ,..., 7~~)~ with vi = ui/wi on B-, i = l(1) hr. Substituting 




EgLCikl[vi,lWi.k + vtwi,Zk + Wi,lvi.k + Wivi.lkl 
= g,(x), XED, 
RrEu := wgvi = hi(x), xEaD, i= l(l)N. (3.8) 
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P,iU := i [E~‘u<~ + “ii] 7~9~) f 2 aij i [c”‘bi, $ BiJ %,k u3 
3=1 1-1 ( k=l 
- $ ai, ( f SDiCikLwt.kl) Vi 
3=1 k.l-l 
+&2,g 
E*‘CiktWi,t f (E*‘bzk + @ik) Wt vi.k 
- kf., ED’Ciklvi,klWi 
= &% XED, 
Raiu := V,Wi = h,(X), XE~D, i= l(l)N, 
where 6ij is the Kronecker symbol. 
Hence, we arrive at the following BVP for v = (vl , v2 ,..., v~)~ defined by 
P:,v := (P@)/Wz := $AiPj f El BikVi.k - L$l l p’Ciklvi,k1 
.* 
A:v = G’ 9 
= (g*ww~(4~ XED, 
R:~v : = (R,iU)/Wi : = Vi = (h<(X))/(Wi(X)), X E aDp i = l( 1) NY 
(3.9) 
Aj, = (~“~ij + o+) Wj + Sij f (E**bik + ptk) wi.k - h f E”iCiklWi.kl 
k=l k.Z=l 
and 
Bik = -(2/wj) i EPiCiklWi,l + (esabik f fiik)* 
Z=l 
It is easy to verify the following inequalities: 
(i) & G 0, j # i, i = l(1) N (since E”Ujj + (Yjj < 0,j # i), 
(3.10) 
and 
(ii) gl Aij = (P,P)/w, > co/wi(x) > 0, i = l(1) N. (3.11) 
Hence, by Lemma 3.2, the operator Ai defining the BVP (3.9) is inverse-isotone. 
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To prove the theorem, we consider the vector function c = (fir ,,.., eN)r with 
ui = ClOl g II 4 II h II’19 
and show that it is nothing but an upper function for the exact solution u of 
(3.1). Substituting v in (3.9), we have 
Pii@ = Cl{ll g /I + II h II’> 5 Atj = C~[(Paw)/(wi(~>>] (IIg II + II h II’) 
j=l 
by (3.9) and (3.1 l), (3.12) 
b {II g II + II h Il’I/E~i(~)l 3 ki(~Mwi(4) = p:,v 
K:p = G = C,{ll g II + II h II’> 3 (I M4lMmin w&N 3 (WYhb9) = KP. 
(3.13) 
That is, Ai@ > A$ which, in view of inverse-isotonicity of A:, implies 
B > 0, i.e., Vi < vi . 
Hence, vi < G[llg II + II h II’1 an since the BVP is linear we have d 
I vi I < G[ll g II + II h II’]* (3.14) 
That is, 
I % I G W&> G{ll g II + II h II’> G Gill g II + II h II’>, i = l(l)A? (3.15) 
Hence 
II u II = “,$) $1 ui(x)I” 
I I 
“’ < G~1’2{ll‘!? II + II h II > d 4 g II + II h II’>* 
THEOREM 3.2. Assume that all the conditions of Theorem 3.1 are satisjied. 
Further let 2 be a formal approximation to the solution u of the BVP (3.1) such that 
P,,u - PCiZ = ‘yp in D, (3.16) 
RE,u - RCiZ = si on aD, i= l(l)N, (3.17) 
where 
Then 
II Y II = W(4) and II 3. II’ = VW (3.18) 
II 11 - ZII < O(m+W, W>). (3.19) 
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Proof. To establish (3.19), we consider the linear elliptic BVP for u - 2 
defined by 
Pcl(u - 2) = y1 in D, 
RGt(u - 2) = si on aD, i = l(1) N. 
(3.20) 
Now we apply Theorem 3.1 which ensures the existence of a constant C (inde- 
pendent of l ) such that 
Remark. Throughout this section, we have assumed the BVP (3.1) to be 
quasimonotone. However, in general, this may not be the case. To handle the 
general case, we introduce an extended auxiliary operator A, with respect to 
A, [6, lo] and use it to obtain results for A,u = G in the following Section 4. 
4 
When the BVP (2.1) is not quasimonotone, we introduce an extended auxiliary 
operator .& with respect to A, as follows: 
where 
Let us observe a few points regarding the nature of the operator A defined in 
(4.1). 
(i) Because of (ii) of (2.1), Inf Fi is weakly monotone decreasing with 
respect to n X n matrix (tii+N,JR ) and similarly --Sup Fi is weakly monotone 
decreasing with respect to n x n matrix (6i,,lc). 
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(ii) The set of solutions uf of (2.1) is included in the set of solutions 
& of (4.1). In fact, setting ui = u3 = c~, j = l(1) N, we have from (4.1) 
H=(~i:~j(~,~)=~i=U;~,~),j=l(l)N}andSup,F,=Inf,F,=Fi,that 
is, --PC& = pCr(i+N$ = P,p = fi and -R,,G = &+& = Rep = hi(x), i = 
l(1) N. 
(iii) Inf, F, decreases if tij(x, E) = 2ij+N(x, E) increases and similarly 
-Sup, Fi decreases if Z&C, E) = --Z&(X, l ) decreases. Hence a, is quasi- 
monotone. 
Let us now concentrate on the elliptic BVP (3.1). If the operator A, defining 
the BVP (3.1) is not quasi-monotone, we introduce an auxiliary operator a, as 
in (4.1). With 
if ai > 0 and zero otherwise; 
(4.2) 
- + aii := atj - ad, on D, 
the quasimonotone extended auxiliary operator a, with respect to A, of (3.1) 
is defined by 
3 [ (  
2zaij + qj)’ zij+pg - (+at3 + CQ3)- iii 
j=l 1 I#% 
= gdx), 
&I := zij = -hi(x), 
x E D, 
(4.3) 
. 
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In addition, the following quasimonotone auxiliary operator A, is defined with 
respect to A, 




- p$l ED’Cikl%.kl in D, 
1. 
iz,u := u, on 3D. (4.4) 
We now state a theorem (without proof) in which a relation between the opera- 
tors A, and A, is brought out. 
THEOREM 4.1. If  S(x, et) = aw(x) is a test function for the operator A, in the 
sense of (3.2), then s = arid = 01(w~, w2 ,..., eo, , wl ,.--, wn)* is a test function for 
the operator A*, which, in turn, implies that A-, is inverse-isotone. 
For proof see reference [6, lo]. 
The following theorems give estimates for the solution u of the BVP (3.1) in 
the general case when A, is not quasimonotone. 
THEOREM 4.2. If  the operator A, in (3.1) is not quasimonotone, we introduce 
the auxiliary operator A, as in (4.3) and assume that there exists a function ~5 = G(x) 
such that 
and 
d(x) > 0 on D, P& 3 c, > 0 
R(i+& 3 c, > 0, i = l(1) N, 
(4.5) 
where C, is a positive real number independent of E. Then, there exists a constant 
C > 0 (independent of c) such that for E small enough, 0 < F < Ed , we have 
II u II < Clllg II + II h II’), (4.6) 
where u is the solution of (3.1). 
Proof. Consider the BVP (4.3) and define a twice continuously differen- 
tiable vector function B = (Sr , 6, ,..., GZN)* with G3 = a,/r& on D. 
Now following a similar procedure as in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we arrive 
at the following BVP for d = (4, ,..., 8aN)r: 
A :^+? = Gf. 
Then, as in the case of Theorem 3.1, we conclude that 
(4.7) 
I fii I < CA2 II g II + 2 II h II’>. 
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Hence 
and therefore 
I ui I < Cdllg II + II h II’>, 
II 24 II < C{llg II + II h II’>- 
THEOREM 4.3. Assume that all the conditions of Theorem 4.2 are satisfied. 
Further, let Z be a formal approximation to the solution u of the BVP (3.1) and 
satisfy (3.16)-(3.18). Then 
11 u - 2 /I < O(max(G, a’)). 
The proof follows in a straight forward manner if one carries out the steps as 
in the proof of Theorem 3.2 and makes use of Theorem 4.2. 
5. NONLINEAR ELLIPTIC BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
We now consider the nonlinear singularly perturbed BVP (2.1) and assume 
that 2 is a formal approximation to the exact solution u in the sense of Definition 
2.3. Our object here is, once again, to obtain conditions underwhich 11 u - 2 11 
is small. One of these conditions is, always, that the operator A, in (2.1) is 
inverse-isotone (provide that BVP (2.1) is q uasimonotone; otherwise, the opera- 
tor a, in (4.1) is assumed to be inverse-isotone). 
Before stating the main theorems, we give two lemmas which contain suffi- 
cient conditions to ensure the inverse-isotonicity of A, . 
LEMMA 5.1 [6j, Assume that the BVP (2.1) is quasi-monotone and that there 
exists a twice continuously dzfhzrentiable function S = S(x, CX), 01 E R+ such that 
S = S(x, cd) > 0 on D, 
2: s = S(x, CY) = 0, LL s = S(x, a) = co, 
A,(u+ S) - A,u >0 on D, 
(5.1) 
for every u E U. 
Then the operator A, in (2.1) is inverse isotone. 
LEMMA 5.2 [9]. Assume that the BVP (2.1) is quasimonotone. If Fis are 
assumed to satisfy Lipschitz conditions in D with respect to every u E U and its 
derivatives, then, as in [9], we can construct a linear auxiliary Lipschitz operator L, 
for the operator A, which, if inverse-isotone, implies the inverse-isotonicity of A, . 
A set of sufficient conditions stated in [8, p. 3061 for a single differential 
equation can be extended for the system (2.1) under the extra assumption that 
the operator A, is quasimonotone. 
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We now present two theorems which give estimates for the solution u of the 
nonlinear singularly perturbed elliptic BVP (2.1). 
THEOREM 5.1. Consider the nonlinear elliptic BVP (2.1). Further assume that 
(i) the operator A, is inverse-isotone, and 
(ii) for each i, 
P,dZ + Z,) - PJ >, E II Z. Ii , (5.2) 
where 1 E R+ (independent of E), Z ’ f  zs ormal approximation and Z, is a non-negative 
constant vector. Then 
II u - z II = 0(x(4 = 41). (5.3) 
Proof. Using the inverse-isotonicity of A,, we shall show that the vector 
functions & z defined by (5.4) below are upper and lower functions for the 




z = (z, ,..., z,)’ by z=z+z, 
Z = (h >.a., &,Y by g = z - z, , 
zo = (Zo, >..., ZONY, zoi = XC’) wo > i = l(1) N, 
(5.4) 
w. (independent of l ) being a constant yet to be determined. Substituting z 
in the place of u in (2.1) we have 
P,iZ = Ft(x, Z $ 4, , Z,,, > l ““Zi.,ls), 
= PJ - P&Z + P<$Z 
i= l(l)N, 
> zN1’2x(E) wo + P,,Z = ZN1’“X(E) 280 + f* + ya’ ) by (5.2) and (2.4) 
> zN”2x(‘) wo - &X(E) + ft = X(C) [zN1’zw, - fq + fi z fi = p&4 
where (1 y /( + 11 s11’ < K,,Y(E) and w, is chosen so that lN1/swo - K,, 3 0 and 
w. - K, 2 0. Also, 
J&z = Zt + X(c) WO = hi $ si + X(‘) WO 2 hi f A’) [WO - Ko] 
>, hi = R,p, by (2.5). 
Hence A,Z > A,u which implies, by inverse-isotonicity of A, , 
ui < zi = zi + X(E) w. . 
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Again 
P,iz = P,iz - P,iZ + P,iZ < -ZN~“X(E) WO + P,iZ 
= -lN1’2~(~) “0 + fi + yi d fi + X(c) [& - lN”“wo] < fi 
= P,,% 
and 
Ii,i?i! = Zi - x(‘) WO 
= hi + si - X(‘) wO d hi + X(‘) [&I - wO] G hi 
= REiu. 
Hence A,Z < A,u which implies, by inverse-isotonicity of A,, 
Uf > & = zi - x(e) w. . 
The above considerations show that 
and therefore /I u - 211 = 0(x(~)) = o(l). 
THEOREM 5.2. Consider the nonlinear elliptic BVP (2.1) and assume that 
(i) A, is inverse-isotone. 
(ii) For each i, 
Here 2 is a formal approximation, 2, = (Z,, , Z,, ,..., Z,,)’ with Zoi = Z(x) X(E), 
i = I( 1) N, where Z(x) = ti . x + b is a linear function, B being a constant vector 
and b a real constant yet to be determined. 
where L is a non-negative constant (independent of E). Then 
II 24 - ZII = 0(x(4 = 41). (5.7) 
Proof. The proof follows in a manner similar to that of Theorem 5.1. 
Consider the vector functions 
where 
z = (Z, ,...) ZN)T, z = (Zl ,a*., zN)=, (5.8) 
z=z+zo and z=z-z,. 
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Now we have, 
PeiZ = Fs(xj Z + z(j ) zi,j + BjX(E), E”aZi,jk) 
= F&x, 2 + -q , &,j + 4X(E), E%,jrC) 
- Fi(% z-9 a,, + 4X(E), ~““-G,,?J 
+ F&c, 2, Z&f + @,x(c), ~“%*j,> - pciz + Pd, i = l(1) N, 
> 0 + x(4 II 0 II L + fi + Yi 7 by (2.4), (5.5) and (5.6) 
2 X(E) [L II 0 II - &I + fi 2 fi = p& 
where II Y II + II s II’ < J&x(4 and II 0 II is chosen such that L )I 8 11 - K, > 0. 
Again 
R&Z = Zi + Z()i = Zi + Z(X) X(C) = hi + Si + Z(X) X(C), 
2 x(4 W - K,l + 4 2 hi = RP, 
by (2.5) 
where “b” appearing in Z(X) is chosen such that Z(X) - K, >, 0. 
Above considerations show that A,Z >, A,u which, in view of inverse- 
isotonicity of A, , implies ui < zi . Similarly, under the same restrictions on 
J] 0 11 and b, one can argue that 
which implies 
) ui - Zi j < Z(x) x(c), i.e. I %I - zi I < zOX(E), 
where I, is a constant. 
Hence 
II u - 2 II = 0(x(4) = 41). 
Remark. In the above analysis, we have assumed that the BVP (2.1) is 
quasimonotone. In general, this property may not hold in which case we can 
introduce an extended auxiliary operator a, as in (4.1) with respect to A, . 
The use of A, in the estimation of solution u of (2.1) is contained in the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.3. If the BVP (2.1) is not quasimonotone, we introduce the auxiliary 
operator A-, with respect to A, and assume that 
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(i) the operator A, is inverse-isotone, 
(ii) for each i, 
where I,, E R+, 2 = (-2, ,..,, -2, , 2, ,..., ZN)=, $ = (-Z,, , -Z,, ,..,, -/-ZON)T 
with .& = X(C) w, , w,, being a constant yet to be determined. Here Z = 
(4 ,“‘, -&IT is a formal approximation to the solution of (2.1) and 2 is a formal 
approximation to the solution zi of (4.1) satisfying 
and 
Then 
I-?,,2 = -(h, + sJ, 
II u - Zll = 0(x(4 = 4). 
Proof. Since the BVP (4.1) satisfies all the conditions of Theorem 5.1, we 
have 
II fi - 211 = 0(x(4) = o(l), 
where 12 is the solution of (4.1) with zii = -ui , and zii+N = ui , i = l(1) N. 
Hence 
II 24 - Zll = 0(x(4 = 41). 
6. EXAMPLE 
We now provide an example from the theory of elasticity where the results 
obtained in the preceding theorems might be applicable. 
EXAMPLE 6.1 [I 11. In the problem of bending of a rectangular plate on an 
elastic foundation, one encounters the following BVP when the plate is simply 
supported. 
P,u:=-V2u,-u~=O;(X,~)ED, R,u:=u,=O on 8D, 
P2u := --eV2u2 -/- 2tu, + Ku, = p, Rzu:=uz=O, 
(6.1) 
where u = (ur , us); D := {(x, y): 0 < x < 1, 0 < y < 11; aD is the boundary 
of D; U, is the vertical displacement of the plate; t, k, p are positive constants and 
the flexural rigidity E = O(h3), h being the thickness of the plate; Vs : = a2/ax2 + 
ayay2. 
The BVP (6.1) is not quasimonotone according to the definition 2.1. Hence we 
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introduce the extended operator (pi, a,) with respect to (Pi , RJ as given in 
(4.3). 
~lii:=-Vd,-ii2=0 in D, &il:=li,=O on aD, 
p2ii := -&J2ii2 + 2tzi, - kd, = -p, I?,22 := ii, = 0, 
p,zi := -pa, - 4, z 0, &ii := ii, = 0, 
(6.2) 
&I : = 4T2il, + 2tii, - kil, = p, a,zi := ii, = 0, 
where 
zi = (zil ) 22,) 0, ) ii,). 
When E is very small (i.e. h is very small), the BVP (6.2) becomes a singular 
perturbation problem. In this case Theorem 4.2 can be used to obtain estimate 
for a solution of the BVP (6.1) provided that one can find an appropriate func- 
tion 6 = (tir , ti,, ti, , &) satisfying the condition (4.5). 
If we take the vector function 6 as defined by 
4 = [sinb+ + d/U + &>]I sinMy + CL)/(~ + 341, 
ti2 = /%I, 232 = f& ) f& = 22, ) 
B = [2~2/(1 + w21 -CL, 
where p is a sufficiently small positive real number, then it satisfies the conditions 
(4.5) provided 
II? + d/W G PW + W21 - P. (6.3) 
For, 
w = fq2~2/(1 + 2d21 - /q = @I 3 pfp), 
8~75 = &[[[2+72]/(1 + 2d2] + 2tfl - k] > ei1,[2tP - k] 3 p(p), by (6.3), 
fi,d = & 3 w(p), he; 3 w(p), 
where 
“(P> = ,z,$;“aD4(% Y). 
Therefore, whenever the condition (6.3) is satisfied for the BVP (6.1), we have, 
by Theorem 4.2, 11 u/I < Cp, C being a constant independent of E and u is a 
solution of the BVP (6.1). 
Also, if 2 = (Z, , Z,) is a formal approximation to a solution u = (ur , u2) 
of the BVP (6.1) and satisfies (3.16)-(3.18), then we have, by Theorem 4.3, 
I/ 24 - Z I/ < O(max(G, S’)). 
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